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Rate control plays an important role in high efficiency video coding (HEVC), and bit allocation is the foun-

dation of rate control. The video content characteristics are significant for bit allocation, and modeling an

accurate relationship between video content characteristics and bit allocation is essential for bit allocation

optimization. Therefore, in this article, a video content characteristics–based frame-level optimal bit alloca-

tion algorithm is proposed for improving the rate distortion (RD) performance of HEVC. First, the number of

search points of motion estimation is used to evaluate the motion activity of video content, and the relation-

ship between the search points and bit allocation is modeled as the search-points model. Second, the grey

level co-occurrence matrix and temporal perceptual information are used to evaluate the spatial and temporal

texture complexity, and the relationship between the video content texture complexity and bit allocation is

modeled as the texture-complexity model. Then, the search-points model and texture-complexity model are

jointly employed to allocate the coding bits for the second and third layers of the HEVC hierarchical coding

structure. Finally, the remaining coding bits of a group-of-pictures (GOP) are allocated to the first layer of

HEVC coding structure. To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, the RD performance and

bitrate accuracy are used as evaluation criteria, and the experimental results show that when compared with

the popularly used R-λ model–based bit allocation algorithm, the proposed algorithm achieves an average of

−3.43% BDBR reduction and 0.13 dB BDPSNR gains with only 0.02% loss of bitrate accuracy.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of video capturing techniques, high definition (HD) video has at-

tracted more and more attention and has been widely adopted in multimedia devices. However,

HD video raises another problem, which is that the volume of raw HD video data is huge. Even

though the current network bandwidth increases significantly, it is still a great challenge to trans-

mit and store raw video data. To address this problem, high efficiency video coding (HEVC) [28]

has arisen in response to efficiently compressing raw HD video. Compared with the last generation

video coding standard, H.264/AVC [32], HEVC achieves double compression ratio [26, 27].

To efficiently transmit the compressed video, rate control is adopted in video encoder for effi-

ciently transmitting the compressed video data through communication channels. However, cur-

rent channel transmission capacity is limited, and massive video data consume a great deal of

bandwidth, which has a great influence on video visual quality. Therefore, how to achieve the bal-

ance between video visual quality and channel bandwidth is a vital problem in video coding. For

achieving better transmission performance, rate control is adopted in HEVC encoder, which aims

to improve the video quality. How to obtain the optimal rate control performance has become a

hot and challenging issue. Generally, a rate control module consists of two steps: bit allocation and

quantization parameter (QP) determination. First, as a resource allocation problem, bit allocation

aims to optimize the rate distortion (RD) performance by allocating suitable bits resource for each

coding element. Then, the QP that is determined by previous allocated coding bits is mapped into

different coding elements, including frame and the largest coding units (LCU).

1.1 Related Works

There are several rate control algorithms that have been proposed, such as TMN8 [9] for H.263,

JVT-G012 [20] for H.264/AVC, and so on. However, these rate control algorithms cannot work ef-

ficiently in HEVC due to the new coding tools used. Therefore, efficient rate control algorithms

should be proposed by considering the new HEVC advanced coding tools. There are mainly three

analytical models for HEVC rate control: R-Q model, R-ρ model, and R-λ model. The R-Q model is

based on the relationship between bitrate R and QP, which is widely used in H.264/AVC [29]. To

optimize the R-Q model, and make it fit to the requirements of HEVC, a lot of advanced R-Q models

have been proposed [8, 15]. Choi et al. [8] proposed a pixel-based unified rate-quantization (URQ)

model that the relationships among rate, distortion, and QP at pixel level are exploited. Moreover,

based on the texture and non-texture rate modes, Lee et al. [15] proposed a frame-level rate control

algorithm for HEVC, in which all CUs are classified into three textures (low, medium, and high).

Then a simplified rate model for texture bits is obtained according to the Laplacian probability

density function model. For the R-ρ model, it is based on the observation that the number of zeros

among the quantized transform coefficients significantly affects the encoding bitrates [22]. Wang

et al. [31] proposed a quadratic ρ-domain–based R-Q model for HEVC, in which the dependency

between the encoding frame and its reference frame is considered to develop the distortion model

and bit rate model. However, according to Reference [18], the more flexible coding elements used

in HEVC cause the Q and ρ are not the critical factor, which causes that the relationship esti-

mations of R-Q and R-ρ are inaccuracy. To overcome the disadvantages of the R-Q model and
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R-ρ model, Li et al. [17, 18] proposed a λ domain–based R-λ rate control algorithm for HEVC, in

which the relationship between R and Lagrange multiplier λ is developed. Compared with the R-Q

and R-ρ models, the R-λ model shows a closer correlation between bitrate R and Lagrange multi-

plier λ, and higher bitrate accuracy and better RD performance can be obtained by using the R-λ
model.

According to the components of rate control, bit allocation is the foundation of QP determina-

tion. Therefore, the optimized bit allocation method is necessary for improving the rate distortion

performance. Many bit allocation methods for HEVC have been proposed. Wang et al. [30] pro-

posed a gradient-based R-λ (GRL) model, in which the gradient per pixel (GPP) is used to measure

the complexity of frame-content. Then, based on the GPP, an LCU-level bit allocation method is de-

veloped. Based on the synthesized Laplacian distribution model and adaptive quality dependency

factor (QDF) prediction model, Gao et al. [11] proposed a frame level bit allocation algorithm. Li

et al. [16, 19] proposed an adaptive bit allocation for R- model in picture and basic unit levels by

fully considering the inherent RD properties governed by the consecutive video pictures. He et al.

[13] proposed an efficient frame-level bit allocation method for H.265/HEVC with random access

coding structure by considering the relationship among the allocation weights, the inter-frame

dependency, and the target bit costs. Based on our observations, the rate distortion has a close

correlation with the video content characteristics. However, these existing methods do not fully

consider the relationship between the video content characteristics and bit allocation.

1.2 Our Contribution

By fully utilizing the video content characteristics, an optimal bit allocation scheme can be

achieved. Thus, in this article, we propose an improved frame-level bit allocation algorithm in

which the video content characteristics are considered. The main contributions of this article are

summarized as follows:

• The number of search points of motion estimation is employed to evaluate the motion ac-

tivity of video content, and the relationship between the search points and bit allocation is

modeled as the search-points model.

• The grey level co-occurrence matrix and temporal perceptual information are used to eval-

uate the spatial and temporal texture complexity of video content, and the relationship be-

tween the texture complexity and bit allocation is modeled as the texture-complexity model.

• The search-points model and texture-complexity model are jointly used to allocate the cod-

ing bits for frames in the second and third layers of the HEVC hierarchical coding structure.

And, the remaining coding bits are used for encoding the frames in the first layer.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: The hierarchical coding structures and frame-

level bit allocation methods in HM are introduced in Section 2. Then, the relationship between bit

allocation and video content characteristics is analyzed, and the proposed frame-level bit allocation

algorithm is described in detail in Section 3. Experimental results and discussion are given in

Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 concludes this article.

2 HIERARCHICAL BIT ALLOCATION METHODS IN HM

In this section, the coding structures and bit allocation methods [18, 19] that are adopted in HEVC

reference software HM are reviewed and analyzed.

2.1 Review on HEVC Coding Structures

HEVC supports three types of coding structures including all intra (AI) coding structure, random

access (RA) coding structure, and low delay (LD) coding structure, and each of them has their own
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Fig. 1. The hierarchical low-delay encoding structure in HEVC.

field of application. The AI coding structure only consists of intra frames. In the RA coding struc-

ture, all frames are coded in a structure with a clean random-access (CRA) frame approximately

every 1 s; these CRA frames are made to be the random-access point (RAP) of video streaming.

Through the RAP, decoding of CRA frames can be carried out independently. In the LD structure,

all frames are coded as P frame or B frame except for the first intra frame. There are already many

works on obtaining the optimal bit allocation for AI coding structure [12, 21, 30]. Meanwhile, the

RA and LD coding structures are also widely used in practical applications as compared with the

AI coding structure. In addition, compared with the RA coding structure, the LD coding structure

has lower delay and simpler structure. Therefore, we mainly focus on the bit allocation for LD

coding structure in this article.

In the LD coding structure, there are two modes to allot bit allocation weights: all frames with

fixed bit allocation weight and hierarchical bit allocation weights. Compared with the former

mode, the hierarchical mode can obtain better coding efficiency improvement [3]. Figure 1 shows

an example of the HEVC hierarchical LD structure, in which a GOP is divided into three layers in

different situations. Frame f4n and frame f4n+4 belong to the first layer, frame f4n+2 belongs to the

second layer, and the third layer consists of frame f4n+1 and frame f4n+3. The relationships among

reference frames are indicated by arrows that point to the referenced frame. Moreover, during the

encoding process, the first layer, which is frequently used as the reference frame, costs most of

bits. Thus, the first layer is allotted the largest weight in a GOP. For the second layer, the weight

is allotted between the first and third layers. The weight of the third layer is the least.

2.2 Bit Allocation Methods in HM

The objective of frame-level bit allocation is to allocate the optimal coding bits for each frame so

the distortion of reconstructed video sequences can be minimized, and it is formulated as

arg min
R1, ...,RN

N∑
i=1

Di , s .t .
N∑

i=1

Ri ≤ RG , (1)

where Ri and Di are the target bits and distortion for the ith frame, respectively; the target bits

of GOP level is denoted as RG ; N is the number of frames in a GOP. And by using the Lagrange

multiplier method, the constraint of Equation (1) can be expressed as an unconstrained extremum

problem as follows,
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Table 1. Allocation Weight Used for LD Coding Structure in HEVC

Frame
Allocation weight

bpp > 0.2 0.2 ≥ bpp > 0.1 0.1 ≥ bpp > 0.05 0.05 ≥ bpp

i = 1 2 2 2 2

i = 2 3 3 3 3

i = 3 2 2 2 2

i = 4 6 10 12 14

arg min
R1, ...,RN

N∑
i=1

Di + λ
N∑

i=1

Ri , (2)

where λ is Lagrange multiplier; it represents the slope of the RD curve. To solve this unconstrained

extremum problem, its derivative is set to zero as follows:

∂
∑N

i Di

∂Ri
+ λ
∂
∑N

i Ri

∂Ri
= 0, (3)

and then λ can be expressed as follows:

λ = −∂D
∂R
. (4)

According to the typical Hyperbolic function–based RD model [14], which is defined as D (R) =
CR−K , Equation (4) can be converted into

λ = CK · R−K−1 = α · Rβ , (5)

where R is the bitrate of the sequence, and α and β are parameters related to video content. It

can be seen that there is a relationship between λ and R, and the R-λ model can be established. In

practice, the bit per pixel (bpp) is used to represent R, and it is calculated by

bpp =
Rtarдet

w · h , (6)

where Rtarдet is the target bits per frame, and w and h are the width and height of the video

sequence, respectively. By allocating appropriate coding bits, the optimal RD performance can be

achieved according to the R-λ rate control model.

In Reference [18], the coding bits are allocated according to the hierarchical layers and bpp, and

the allocated bits for the ith frame is calculated by

T (i ) =
TGOP − Rcoded∑NGO P

k=i
ω (i )

· ω (i ), (7)

whereTGOP is the target bits of a GOP, and Rcoded is the actual bits of coded frames in a GOP. The

weight of the ith frame is denoted as ω (i ), and
∑NGO P

k=i
ω (i ) represents the sum of the weight of

all unencoded frames. Table 1 shows the value of ω (i ) for different layers, which is drawn under

the general HEVC coding conditions. We can see that the weight of the second and third layers

are fixed, but the first layer is set to an adaptive weight that is in accordance with bpp of different

sequences. However, it is insufficient for a variety of sequences to simply refer to bpp to allocate

coding bits: It cannot well reflect the characteristic of the video sequence.

Therefore, a characteristics-based bit allocation algorithm was proposed in Reference [19]. The

main difference between Reference [18] and Reference [19] is the setting of ω (i ), and ω (i ) in Ref-

erence [19] is related to λ; it can be calculated by

ωi = αi (ηiλ)βi , (8)
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where αi and βi are parameters related to video content [33]. αi and βi are fixed at the beginning

of encoding, and they will be updated based on a series of regulations; ηi is the relation among

subsequent frames. The video content is considered in Reference [19], and it turns out that the

RD performance is improved when compared with Reference [18]; however, it is empirical and

cannot reflect characteristics of some sequences well. Thus, an improved frame-level bit allocation

algorithm that is combined with more video characteristics is proposed to obtain a better RD

performance in this article.

3 THE PROPOSED VIDEO CONTENT CHARACTERISTICS BASED FRAME-LEVEL BIT

ALLOCATION ALGORITHM

3.1 Modeling the Relationships between Video Content Characteristics and

Bit Allocation

3.1.1 Analyses on the Relationships between Search Points and Bit Allocation. Bit allocation is

different in various video sequences, and it is mostly influenced by video content characteristics.

For one frame with complex texture or violent motion, it will be allocated more coding bits when

encoding this frame. For interframe encoding, a CU will perform motion estimation (ME) to find

its best matching block in the reference frames [10, 23, 24]. Generally, for a CU with high/large

motion activity, it will cost more search points to locate the best matching block when the fast

ME algorithm is used. By contrast, for a CU with simple content or homogenous motion such

as background, it will consume less search points to find the best matching block during the ME

process. Based on this observation, the number of search points can be used to evaluate the motion

activity of a video. The number of search points of one frame, sp, is computed as

sp =
n∑

m=1

dm , (9)

where n represents the total number of LCUs in a frame; dm indicates the average search points

of the mth LCU in the frame when it is encoded with 2N×2N PU mode and fast ME algorithm

TZSearch [25]; it is computed as

dm =
1

j

j∑
i=1

pi , (10)

where pi indicates the number of search points of the ith LCU in the reference frame; j means the

number of total reference frames.

To exploit the relationship between the search point and bit costs, four video sequences with var-

ious resolutions and motion activities are encoded, and the correlation coefficient between search

points and bit costs is analyzed. The encoding conditions are that (1) the LD main coding configu-

ration is used; (2) the ME algorithm and search range are TZSearch and [-64, 64], respectively; (3)

QP is set to 32; (4) the number of test frames is set to 101. The analyses results are given in Figure 2,

including one video sequence with size of 2,560×1,600 (PeopleOnStreet), one video sequence with

size of 1,920×1,080 (Kimono1), and two video sequences with size of 832×480 (BQMall and Basket-

ballDrill). Among these test sequences, the motion activity of the sequence (Kimono1) is slow and

most regions are background; the sequence (PeopleOnStreet) has medium motion; the sequences

(BQMall and BasketballDrill) have fast motion, and the scene change is frequent.

From Figure 2, we can see that there is a correlation between the search points and coding bits;

that with the increased number of search points, the coding bits become larger. The correlation

coefficient of the first layer is from 0.270 to 0.772; the correlation coefficient of the second layer

is 0.434 to 0.838; and the correlation coefficient of the third layer is from 0.487 to 0.823. The av-

erage correlation coefficients of the first, second, and third layer are 0.4480, 0.6206, and 0.7158,
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Fig. 2. Relationships between search points and bit cost. (a) PeopleOnStreet, (b) Kimono, (c) BasketballDrill,

(d) BQMall. (CC represents correlation coefficient.)

respectively. From these values, we can conclude that there is a strong correlation between the

search points and bit costs in the second and third layers, and the correlation for the first layer

is small. The reason is that the video content of reference frame does not have high correlation

for the frames of first layer. Hence, the relationship between search points and coding bits can be

modeled as the search-points model, and the bit allocation for the second and third layers can be

obtained by using the search-points model.

3.1.2 Analyses on the Correlation between Video Texture Complexity and Bit Allocation. For a

video picture, the areas with a great deal of details are regarded as complex texture, whereas the

content with flat areas is considered as simple texture. Generally, the texture complexity of video

content includes spatial texture complexity and temporal texture complexity.

Therefore, in this article, we extract the texture of picture as the characteristic for spatial com-

plexity. To extract the spatial texture complexity of video content, the grey level co-occurrence

matrix (GLCM) [1] is used in this article. The GLCM is obtained by calculating the greyscale cor-

relation between two pixels of a certain distance in four directions (0◦, 45◦, 90◦, and 135◦), and

then the visual texture features can be extracted from this matrix. To reduce the computational
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complexity, four representative texture features are used in this article, including contrast, corre-

lation, energy, and homogeneity. They are defined as follows:

(a) The contrast, Con, is defined as

Con =
N∑

i=1

N∑
j=1

(i − j )2 · p (i, j ), (11)

where N is the level of grey value. p (i, j ) is the (i, j )th entry in GLCM, and this evaluation

index represents sharpness of the picture.

(b) The correlation, Cor , is defined as

Cor =
N∑

i=1

N∑
j=1

(i − μi ) (j − μ j )

σiσj
· p (i, j ), (12)

where μi and μ j are the average of ith row and jth column of the GLCM, respectively. σi

and σj are the standard deviations of the ith row and jth column of the GLCM. Cor is a

measure of grey tone linear-dependencies in the picture, and it measures the correlation

between neighboring pixels.

(c) The energy, Ene , is defined as

Ene =
N∑

i=1

N∑
j=1

p2 (i, j ), (13)

and this value represents the uniformity of picture texture.

(d) The homogeneity, Hom, is defined as

Hom =
N∑

i=1

N∑
j=1

p (i, j )

1 + (i − j )2
, (14)

and it is used to measure the local change of picture texture.

Finally, the spatial complexity of the picture, Sc , is defined as

Sc = Con · ω1 +Cor · ω2 + Ene · ω3 + Hom · ω4, (15)

where ω1, ω2, ω3, and ω4 are the weight of the features; they are set to 0.3768, 0.1508,

0.2694, and 0.2031, respectively, according to Reference [7].

For the temporal texture complexity, if the content difference between two adjacent frames is

large, the video content will be more complex. To extract the temporal texture complexity of video

content, temporal perceptual information [5] is employed. The temporal texture complexity,Tc , is

defined as

Tc =max

(
std

[
Mn (i, j )

])
, (16)

where Mn (i, j ) is the difference between pixels at the same position in two adjacent frames, and it

is defined as

Mn (i, j ) = |(Fn (i, j ) − Fn−1 (i, j ) |, (17)

where Fn (i, j ) represents the pixel at the (i, j )th of nth frame. std[] is used to compute the standard

deviation of the residual image. max () calculates the maximum standard deviation in a GOP.

To build the texture-complexity model for bit allocation optimization, the relationship between

coding bits and texture complexity is analyzed. The analyses results are tabulated in Table 2. In

the table,W indicates the sum of average weights of the second and third layers under the general

HEVC coding conditions without rate control; Sc represents the spatial texture complexity; Tc is
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Table 2. Correlation between the Allocation

Weight and Texture Complexity

Sequence W Sc Tc

PeopleOnStreet 0.4891 0.5598 21.8485

Cactus 0.5408 0.5623 16.7404

RaceHorsesC 0.5783 0.6030 17.7605

BasketballPass 0.6033 0.6030 14.2278

RaceHorses 0.6109 0.6323 16.7605

BlowingBubbles 0.6999 0.6212 11.6932

BQSquare 0.7481 0.9938 9.2016

the temporal texture complexity. It can be observed from Table 2 that with the increase of Sc and

the decrease of Tc , the value of W increases. Hence, the spatial and temporal complexities are

jointly used to evaluate the video texture complexity. In video encoding process, the first layer is

frequently used as the reference frame, and it should be allocated more coding bits. To achieve

this purpose, the spatial texture complexity should be the key element. Thus, the video texture

complexity, Cpx , is dominated by Sc and supplemented by Tc ; it is defined as

Cpx = Sc + k/Tc , (18)

where k is the proportionality coefficient: It reflects the importance of Tc in Cpx , and it is empiri-

cally set to 1.

3.2 The Proposed Frame-level Bit Allocation Optimization Algorithm

Based on above analyses, we can see that the bit allocation is highly correlated to the video content

characteristics, and the optimal bit allocation method can be achieved by using the analyzed video

content characteristics. First, for the second and third layers, the texture-complexity model is used

to determine the sum of the allocation weight. Then, the search-points model is used to allocate

coding bits in proportion. Finally, the remaining coding bits of a GOP are allocated to the first layer.

3.2.1 Bit Allocation for the Second and Third Layers. To achieve the optimal weight for the sec-

ond and third layers, the relationship between the optimal allocation weight and QP is analyzed,

and four video sequences (BQSquare, PartyScene, Cactus, and PeopleOnStreet) with various res-

olutions are tested. The test conditions are that (1) the LD main coding configuration is used;

(2) QPs are set to 22, 27, 32, and 37; (3) a group of weights (from 0.01 to 0.99) are tested; (4) the

number of test frames is set to 101. The analyses results are shown in Figure 3. It can be observed

that there is a relationship between the optimal allocation weight and QP: The ranges of optimal

allocation weight are different for these sequences, but the tendency of the relationships is similar.

Since different video content will use different optimal allocation weight, to analyze the relation-

ship between the video content and optimal bit allocation weight, two parameters are introduced:

one is theOcp, which indicates the optimal allocation weight; the other is theCpx , which denotes

the video texture complexity. The relationship between these two parameters is presented in Fig-

ure 4. We can see that there is an exponential relationship betweenOcp andCpx , and theOcp can

be obtained by exponential curve fitting as

Ocp = μ · e (ν ·Cpx ) + c, (19)

where μ, ν , and c are model parameters; they are set to 85.95, −9.345, and 0.3371, respectively,

in this article. Finally, by considering the Ocp, the relationship between the QP and Ocp can be

obtained by the power curve fitting as
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Fig. 3. Relationships between the optimal allocation weight and QP for (a) Cactus, (b) PeopleOnStreet,

(c) PartyScene, (d) BQSquare.

Fig. 4. Curve fitting results of the relationship between the Ocp and Cpx .

Wo = a0 ·QP (a1 ) + a2 +Ocp, (20)

where a0, a1, and a2 are set to 643, −2.868, and −0.0906, respectively. The value of QP is determined

by the initial QP for the first frame;Wo is denoted as the sum of the optimal allocation weights of

the second and third layers. Overall, to get the adaptive allocation weights function, Equation (20)

is introduced to differentiate varieties of sequences, and it is mainly decided by Equation (19).
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Fig. 5. The working mechanism of the proposed algorithm.

In the end, the target bits are allocated according to the proportion of search points in a GOP,

and it is defined as

Ri =
spi∑M

i=1 spi

· (TGOP ·Wo − Rcoded ), (21)

where Ri is allocated coding bits for the ith frame in a GOP—it is based on the coding order from

frame f4n+1 to f4n+3 in Figure 1; spi is the number of search points of ith frame search, and it is

computed according to Equation (9); M is defined as the total frame number of the second and

third layers; the target bits for the current GOP is denoted as TGOP ; Wo is denoted as the sum of

the optimal allocation weight of the second and third layers; Rcoded represents the bit cost of all

coded frames.

3.2.2 Bit Allocation for the First Layer. The remaining bits of the target bits for a GOP are then

allocated to the first layer, and it is defined as

Rf = TGOP · (1 −Wo ), (22)

where Rf is allocated coding bits for first layer in a GOP; the target bits for the current GOP is

denoted as TGOP ; Wo is denoted as the sum of the optimal allocation weights of the second and

third layers.

3.3 The Overall Algorithm

Based on above analyses, the working mechanism of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 5.

We can see that the proposed algorithm has two encoders. The first encoder is named pre-encoder,

and it is used to get the required data. In our work, the required data are the search points; when

the video frames of the first GOP are encoded, the required data can be obtained. Then, the second

encoder compresses the raw video by using the data from the first encoder. Generally, the pro-

posed algorithm is a two-pass coding process. The proposed frame-level bit allocation algorithm

is summarized step-by-step as follows:

Step 1. Count the average search points in ME frame for the current frame according to

Equations (9) and (10).

Step 2. Calculate the Cpx by using Equations (11)∼(18).

Step 3. Get the sum of the optimal bit allocation weights for the second and third layers by

using Equations (19) and (20).
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Table 3. The Target Bitrates for Each Sequence with Different QPs

Sequence QP
Target

Sequence QP
Target

bitrates (bps) bitrates (bps)

PeopleOnStreet

22 37,246,600

PartyScene

22 10,129,691

27 17,041,611 27 4,541,310

32 8,818,595 32 2,045,572

37 4,986,349 37 907,295

BasketballDrive

22 19,233,734

RaceHorsesC

22 6,808,766

27 6,781,144 27 2,742,480

32 3,196,510 32 1,206,948

37 1,649,382 37 539,227

Cactus

22 22,138,986

BasketballPass

22 1,205,905

27 6,486,558 27 599,710

32 2,910,792 32 293,009

37 1,431,897 37 146,344

Kimono

22 6,522,930

BlowingBubbles

22 1,943,069

27 3,213,000 27 826,186

32 1,583,222 32 362,495

37 791,452 37 163,184

BasketballDrill

22 3,514,823

BQSquare

22 2,155,784

27 1,635,386 27 838,194

32 779,651 32 375,716

37 399,287 37 170,024

BQMall

22 5,829,005

RaceHorses

22 1,531,931

27 2,662,360 27 734,851

32 1,296,931 32 347,277

37 657,609 37 166,110

Step 4. Allocate coding bits for each frame in the second and third layers according to the

counted search points in ME by using Equation (21).

Step 5. Allocate the remaining coding bits in a GOP for the first layer by using Equation (22).

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed frame-level bit allocation algorithm, the proposed

algorithm is implemented into the HEVC reference software HM16.0 [6], and three recently pub-

lished bit allocation algorithms (Choi [8], Li [18], and Li [19]) are introduced to compare the per-

formance of the proposed algorithm. The bit stream of the original HM16.0 without rate control

is used as the target bitrate of each test sequence, four fixed QPs (22, 27, 32, and 37) are set to

ensure the results of the experiment are more apparent, and 12 HEVC standard test sequences are

tested under HEVC common test conditions [4]. The detailed test conditions are set as follows: the

low-delay main coding structure is used; the CTU size and quadtree depth are set to 64 and 4, re-

spectively; the ME method and search range are set to TZSearch and 64, respectively; the entropy

coding method is set to CABAC. The target bitrates for each test sequence with different QPs are

shown in Table 3.

4.1 Comparison on the RD Performance

To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, the BDBR and BDPSNR are used to eval-

uate the RD performance, and the proposed algorithm is compared with three recently published
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Table 4. RD Performance Comparison

Sequences Resolution Class

Proposed vs. Choi [8] Proposed vs. Li [18] Proposed vs. Li [19]

BDBR BDPSNR BDBR BDPSNR BDBR BDPSNR

(%) (dB) (%) (dB) (%) (dB)

PeopleOnStreet 2,560×1,600 A −19.40 0.94 −7.88 0.38 −1.54 0.07

BasketballDrive

1,920×1,080 B

−28.63 0.81 −7.27 0.17 −1.74 0.03

Cactus −22.67 0.64 −1.28 0.03 −1.81 0.04

Kimono −17.57 0.66 −11.34 0.41 −3.96 0.12

BasketballDrill

832×480 C

−20.82 0.91 −1.26 0.05 0.11 0.00

BQMall −5.05 0.21 −0.49 0.02 −0.18 0.01

PartyScene −21.84 1.07 −4.89 0.20 −1.31 0.04

RaceHorsesC −14.36 0.60 −0.79 0.03 −0.23 0.01

BasketballPass

416×240 D

−28.97 1.59 −1.90 0.09 0.06 0.00

BlowingBubbles −11.07 0.45 −0.43 0.02 0.10 0.00

BQSquare −28.53 1.30 −2.62 0.11 −1.25 0.05

RaceHorses −7.95 0.38 −0.99 0.05 −0.27 0.02

Average −18.90 0.80 −3.43 0.13 −1.00 0.03

algorithms—Choi [8], Li [18], and Li [19]—in terms of BDBR and BDPSNR [2]. The FixedQP scheme

always has the best RD performance, but it takes quite much work to attempt different fixed QPs,

so the FixedQP scheme is not considered in this article. The comparison results are summarized

and tabulated in Table 4. It can be seen from Table 4 that compared with Choi [8], the BDBR of the

proposed algorithm decreases from 5.05% to 28.97%, 18.90% on average. Meanwhile, the BDPSNR

of the proposed algorithm increases from 0.21 dB to 1.59 dB, 0.80 dB on average. Compared with

the Li [18], the BDBR and BDPSNR of the proposed algorithm are from −11.34% to −0.43%, an av-

erage of −3.43%, and from 0.02 dB to 0.41 dB, an average of 0.13 dB, respectively. Compared with

Li [19], the BDBR of the proposed algorithm is from −3.96% to 0.11%, −1.00% on average, while

the BDPSNR of the proposed algorithm is from 0.01 dB to 0.07 dB, 0.03 dB on average; however,

the proposed algorithm performs not well at BasketballPass, BlowingBubbles and BasketballDrill,

the reason is thatTc is computed in frame-level, and we will implement our model into LCU-level

in future works.

The differences among these algorithms are mainly caused by the structure of bit allocation

and whether video characteristics are considered adequately. In general, the proposed algorithm

achieves remarkable RD performance gains over other bit allocation algorithms.

In addition, to intuitively show the RD performance, we give the RD curves of each algorithm,

as shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that the performance of the proposed algorithm is superior to

the other bit allocation algorithms, especially at high bitrates.

4.2 Comparison on Video Quality Smoothness

Video quality smoothness significantly affects the global subjective video quality, thus the objec-

tive PSNR standard deviation is used to measure the video quality smoothness. The experimental

results of objective PSNR standard deviation for each algorithm are listed in Table 5. It can be

seen from Table 5 that the quality fluctuation ranges are (0.53, 2.20), (0.59, 2.55), (0.64, 2.39), and

(0.40, 2.42) for Choi [8], Li [18], Li [19], and our proposed algorithm, respectively, and the average

PSNR deviations for these four algorithms are 1.18 dB, 1.36 dB, 1.12 dB, and 1.04 dB, respectively.

From these results, we can see that the proposed algorithm has the smallest PSNR fluctuation

among these four bit allocation algorithms. To intuitively show the video quality smoothness, we
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Fig. 6. RD curves. (a) Class A. (b) Class B. (c) Class C. (d) Class D.

Table 5. PSNR Standard Deviations

Sequence Resolution Class
Choi [8] Li [18] Li [19] Proposed

(dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)

PeopleOnStreet 2,560×1,600 A 0.96 1.71 1.07 0.83

BasketballDrive

1,920×1,080 B

1.15 1.40 1.23 1.16

Cactus 0.64 0.59 0.64 0.40

Kimono 0.89 1.35 1.03 0.64

BasketballDrill

832×480 C

0.53 0.99 0.69 0.68

BQMall 0.74 1.04 0.97 1.00

PartyScene 1.83 1.38 1.37 1.61

RaceHorsesC 2.20 1.37 1.25 1.21

BasketballPass

416×240 D

2.10 2.55 2.39 2.42

BlowingBubbles 1.22 1.15 1.14 1.18

BQSquare 0.66 0.78 0.82 1.10

RaceHorses 1.25 1.25 1.11 1.16

Average 1.18 1.36 1.12 1.04
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Fig. 7. PSNR fluctuation curves for BasketballDrive. (a) Choi [8] vs. proposed algorithm. (b) Li [18] vs. pro-

posed algorithm. (c) Li [19] vs. proposed algorithm.

Fig. 8. Video quality comparison for different algorithms. Note that it shows the 60th decoded frame of

BasketballDrive at 6,781,144 bps. (a) Original. (b) Li [18]. (c) Li [19]. (d) Ours.

also present the PSNR fluctuation curves of each algorithm in Figure 7. It can be observed from

Figure 7 that the proposed bit allocation algorithm achieves the best video quality performance

among these four algorithms, due to the proposed algorithm having smaller PSNR fluctuation and

better objective PSNR values. In the end, visual quality results of BasketballDrive are provided in

Figure 8, and it turns out that our proposed model outperforms the models in Li [18] and Li [19].

4.3 Comparison on Bitrate Accuracy and Computational Complexity

To prove the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, the bitrate accuracy of each bit allocation algo-

rithm is analyzed. The bitrate accuracy, BRer ror , is the measure of mismatch between actual bitrate

and target bitrate, and it is computed as
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Table 6. Efficiency Analyses of Each Bit Allocation Algorithm

Sequence Resolution Class

Choi [8] Li [18] Li [19] Proposed

BRe BRc BRe BRc BRe BRc BRe BRc

(%) (s) (%) (s) (%) (s) (%) (s)

PeopleOnStreet 2,560×1,600 A 2.29 0.0113 0.03 0.0100 0.01 0.0111 0.02 0.0112

BasketballDrive

1,920×1,080 B

2.25 0.0118 0.02 0.0102 0.01 0.0110 0.03 0.0113

Cactus 2.27 0.0090 0.02 0.0088 0.02 0.0084 0.10 0.0087

Kimono 2.22 0.0118 0.02 0.0096 0.01 0.0088 0.03 0.0089

BasketballDrill

832×480 C

2.44 0.0143 0.06 0.0061 0.07 0.0113 0.15 0.0088

BQMall 2.47 0.0119 0.06 0.0062 0.06 0.0093 0.12 0.0100

PartyScene 7.51 0.0186 0.01 0.0089 0.02 0.0114 0.07 0.0112

RaceHorsesC 2.58 0.0146 0.02 0.0081 0.02 0.0166 0.05 0.0088

BasketballPass

416×240 D

2.71 0.0285 0.18 0.0039 0.15 0.0118 0.11 0.0096

BlowingBubbles 2.38 0.0256 0.09 0.0049 0.10 0.0104 0.08 0.0104

BQSquare 2.47 0.0228 0.02 0.0043 0.05 0.0101 0.07 0.0087

RaceHorses 2.6 0.0174 0.02 0.0054 0.03 0.0143 0.04 0.0136

Average 2.85 0.0165 0.05 0.0072 0.05 0.0112 0.07 0.0101

BRe =
|Rtarдet − Ractual |

Rtarдet
× 100%, (23)

where Rtarдet and Ractual represent the target bitrate and actual bitrate, respectively. In addition,

we also evaluate the complexity of each bit allocation algorithm, BRc , and it is calculated as

BRc =
t

w × h , (24)

where BRc indicates the complexity of the bit allocation algorithm, t means the total encoding

time when encoding the video by the given bit allocation algorithm, w and h are the width and

height of the video, respectively. The efficiency of each bit allocation algorithm in bitrate error and

complexity is shown in Table 6.

From Table 6, it can be observed that the average bitrate error of Choi [8], Li [18], Li [19], and

the proposed algorithm are 2.85%, 0.05%, 0.05%, and 0.07%, respectively; meanwhile, the average

encoding times of these four algorithms are 0.0165, 0.0072, 0.0112, and 0.0101, respectively. Com-

pared with Choi [8], the proposed algorithm achieves excellent performance in bitrate error and

complexity. Compared with Li [18] and Li [19], the performance of bitrate error and complexity of

our proposed algorithm are similar with them. Finally, we can draw a conclusion from these anal-

yses results that the proposed algorithm achieves good performance in bitrate error and encoding

complexity.

5 DISCUSSION

The proposed frame-level bit allocation algorithm can also be used for HEVC with random-access

coding structure. To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, the HEVC reference

software HM16.0 is adopted as the reference software. The bit stream of the original HM16.0 with-

out rate control is used as the target bitrate of each test sequence, four fixed QPs (22, 27, 32, and

37) are set to ensure the results of the experiment are more apparent, and 12 HEVC standard

test sequences are tested under HEVC common test conditions. The target bitrates for each test
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Table 7. The Target Bitrates for Each Sequence with Different QPs (Random-access Coding Structure)

Sequence QP
Target

Sequence QP
Target

bitrates (bps) bitrates (bps)

PeopleOnStreet

22 32,660,955

PartyScene

22 9,550,817

27 15,733,295 27 4,592,833

32 8,266,795 32 2,238,275

37 4,637,080 37 1,095,983

BasketballDrive

22 13,579,017

RaceHorsesC

22 5,613,745

27 4,935,642 27 2,374,525

32 2,396,750 32 1,127,955

37 1,291,617 37 553,420

Cactus

22 21,051,800

BasketballPass

22 825,108

27 6,866,433 27 423,992

32 3,255,158 32 215,508

37 1,693,042 37 112,850

Kimono

22 5,843,600

BlowingBubbles

22 1,963,342

27 2,786,928 27 908,142

32 1,355,980 32 432,167

37 684,448 37 210,592

BasketballDrill

22 3,583,817

BQSquare

22 1,781,910

27 1,727,217 27 811,850

32 848,808 32 415,730

37 449,208 37 235,890

BQMall

22 5,019,130

RaceHorses

22 1,381,700

27 2,440,420 27 689,455

32 1,262,000 32 339,435

37 679,410 37 171,135

sequence with different QPs are listed in Table 7. The other test conditions are defined as follows:

the random-access main coding structure is used; the CTU size and quadtree depth are set to 64

and 4, respectively; the ME method and search range are set to TZSearch and 64, respectively; the

entropy coding method is set to CABAC. Three recent bit allocation algorithms (Choi [8], Li [18],

and Li [19]) are used to compare the performance of the proposed algorithm. The experimental

results are tabulated in Table 8.

It can be seen from Table 8 that the proposed algorithm works efficiently for improving the en-

coding efficiency of the HEVC with random-access coding structure. When compared with Choi

[8], the average BDBR and BDPSNR of the proposed algorithm are −21.94% and 0.10 dB, respec-

tively. Compared with Li [18], the proposed algorithm achieves an average of 2.25% BDBR de-

crease and an average of 0.09 dB BDPSNR increase. Compared with Li [19], the BDBR of the pro-

posed algorithm decreases 2.49% on average, and the BDPSNR of the proposed algorithm increases

0.09 dB on average. We can observe from these results that the proposed algorithm obtains better

performance than Choi [8], Li [18], and Li [19]. Finally, we conclude that the proposed algorithm

efficiently optimizes the HEVC coding performance for both low-delay and random-access coding

structures.
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Table 8. Encoding Performance for Random-access Main Coding Structure

Sequences Resolution Class

Proposed vs. Choi [8] Proposed vs. Li [18] Proposed vs. Li [19]

BDBR BDPSNR BDBR BDPSNR BDBR BDPSNR

(%) (dB) (%) (dB) (%) (dB)

PeopleOnStreet 2,560×1,600 A −22.46 1.19 −5.47 0.26 −0.68 0.03

BasketballDrive

1,920×1,080 B

−22.98 0.60 −4.94 0.12 −3.84 0.07

Cactus −31.06 0.92 −0.72 0.03 −4.86 0.05

Kimono −19.79 0.69 −4.42 0.14 −2.99 0.09

BasketballDrill

832×480 C

−23.59 1.11 −0.71 0.03 −3.94 0.17

BQMall −23.52 1.21 −1.39 0.07 −3.88 0.18

PartyScene −20.81 1.10 −0.75 0.04 0.28 −0.01

RaceHorsesC −20.51 0.93 −1.53 0.06 −2.88 0.12

BasketballPass

416×240 D

−20.74 1.11 −0.88 0.05 −1.47 0.08

BlowingBubbles −17.29 0.78 −5.34 0.24 −5.25 0.24

BQSquare −26.08 1.50 −0.64 0.03 0.65 −0.03

RaceHorses −14.46 0.80 −0.24 0.01 −0.99 0.05

Average −21.94 1.00 −2.25 0.09 −2.49 0.09

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we proposed an efficient bit allocation algorithm based on video content charac-

teristics for HEVC to optimally allocate coding bits in frame-level. First, the relationships among

video content characteristics—including search points in motion estimation, spatial and temporal

complexity in frames, and bit allocation—are analyzed, and it turns out that the bit allocation and

these characteristics are closely related. Then, the optimal allocation weights of different coding

structure layers are obtained. Based on the optimal bit allocation decided by video characteristics,

the efficient frame-level bit allocation algorithm is finally proposed. Moreover, compared with the

advanced bit allocation algorithms, the proposed algorithm has a significant improvement in RD

performance, bit accuracy, and computational complexity, when using the low delay main coding

configuration. In addition, the proposed algorithm can also be used for the random access main

coding configuration, and it can achieve the similar performance with that of using the low delay

main coding configuration.
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